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Abstract7

Multimedia information services in mobile environments are becoming more and more8

important with the proliferation of technologies. Media streaming, in particular, is a9

promising technology for providing services such as news clips, live sports. To avoid service10

interruption when the users keep moving, proper data management strategies must be11

employed. We propose a new headlight prefetching technique for the streaming access points12

to deal with the uncertainty of client movement and the requirement of seamless service13

handoff. For each mobile client, we maintain a virtual fan shaped prefetching zone along the14

direction of movement similar to the headlight of a moving vehicle. The overlapping area and15

the accumulated virtual illuminance of the headlight zone on a particular cell determines the16

degree and volume of prefetching to be made by the streaming access point of that cell.17

Headlight prefetching solves the issues of identifying the streaming access points responsible18

for prefetching, the timing and the amount of data to prefetch in a single mechanism which is19

simple and effective. Simulation results demonstrate that our techniques can significantly20

decrease streaming disruptions, reduce bandwidth consumption, increase cache utilization and21

improve service response time.22

23

Index terms— Headlight, consumption, bandwidth, streaming.24

1 INTRODUCTION25

edia streaming is a promising technology for providing multimedia information services such as news clips, live26
sports, and hot movies in mobile environments. Effective data management for media streaming is naturally27
the key to the successfulness of such services. Since many users may request the same media, traditional28
client server model can easily result in server bottleneck, bandwidth waste, poor cache utilization and longer29
delay. Furthermore, the mobility of mobile users raise the issue of seamless service hand off. To avoid service30
interruption, proper data management strategies must be employed. In this paper, we propose a new technique31
named headlight prefetching for media streaming in mobile environments.32

The technique is designed for the streaming access points to deal with the uncertainty of client movement,33
the unpredictability of request pattern and the requirement of seamless service handoff. For each mobile client,34
we maintain a virtual fan shaped prefetching zone along the direction of movement similar to the headlight of35
a moving vehicle. The overlapping area and the accumulated virtual illuminance of the headlight zone on a36
particular cell determines the degree and volume of prefetching to be made by the streaming access point of that37
cell. When a mobile user makes an unexpected sharp turn, the headlight shifting technique is used such that all38
the previously prefetched media segments can be easily shifted to accommodate the new direction of movement.39
For users requesting the same media at around the same time, the headlight sharing technique is developed for40
sharing the headlight zones to avoid repeated prefetching. The set of techniques solve the issues of identifying41
the streaming access points responsible for prefetching, the timing and the amount of data to prefetch in a single42
mechanism which is simple, intuitively appealing and effective.43
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4 HEADLIGHT PREFETCHING

To evaluate the effectiveness of our techniques, we construct a Java based simulation environment and44
compare the performance of different combinations of our schemes with on demand techniques. Simulation45
results demonstrate that, for streaming media services in mobile environments, headlight prefetching, shifting46
and sharing are simple and effective techniques which can significantly decrease streaming disruptions, reduce47
bandwidth consumption, increase cache utilization and improve service response time.48

The rest of the paper provides a survey of related issues and research work and presents the media49
streaming system infrastructure we assume and characterize the challenges of dynamic data management in50
such environments. We also introduces the idea of headlight prefetching and the associated data management51
techniques. we outline the simulation environment for experimenting with our ideas and present the results of52
performance evaluation on different aspects of the prefetching techniques. For media streaming services in mobile53
environments, we assume a system architecture. The multimedia information are provided by streaming media54
servers(SMSs). All cells have corresponding streaming access points(SAPs) connected with each other through55
traditional fixed link networks. Each SAP provides wireless media services for mobile users within that cell. Users56
not reachable from any SAP are disconnected. In general, let the local wireless access cost between a mobile user57
and an SAP be L, and the remote access cost of requesting the unit from an SMS be R. Then, based on the nature58
of the architecture and service charge, we assume that L is larger than R since wireless access cost is usually59
larger than that of fixed link. However, if a media segment is available locally on an SAP, then it only takes a60
local access cost of L to service the segment. If the segment is not available on the SAP cache, then a remote61
access cost of R must be added in addition to the local access cost. Therefore, a remote access is always more62
expensive than a local access. Since intermittent disconnection is unavoidable in mobile environments, effective63
data management strategies must be employed to conserve access cost and reduce play interruption.64

2 II.65

3 STREAMING MEDIA SERVICE ARCHITECTURE66

A streaming media is usually considered as a sequence of media segments. Because of the streaming nature, it67
is not necessary to provide the entire media all at once. A media request from a mobile client can therefore be68
treated as the starting request of a sequence of media segments. There are several data management challenges69
for streaming media services in mobile environments:70

? A mobile user can request any media from any location at any time. On a request, the SAP of the cell71
where the user resides must locate and send the first segment as soon as possible to reduce service delay. Our72
goal is to develop effective dynamic data management techniques to answer the challenges of streaming media73
services in mobile environments. In particular, the headlight prefetching and associated techniques are designed74
to solve the problems of identifying responsible SAPs, determining prefetching segment assignment and handling75
the dynamic data management issues in a simple and unified framework. Our schemes are unique in several76
respects:77

? The idea of virtual fan shaped headlight prefetching zone is simple, intuitive appealing and efficient. We78
can use the headlight coverage area to identify the prefetching SAPs and the virtual illuminance to determine79
the look ahead window for each SAP.80

Both are straightforward and easy to compute. ? Headlight prefetching is flexible and dynamic adjustable. We81
can use the shape and size of the virtual fan to control the range and degree of prefetching. For mostly straight82
and fast moving users (eg. vehicles on a freeway, passengers on a train, ...), we can have a smaller central angle83
and longer radius. For slow moving clients that tend to wonder around, a larger central angle and smaller radius84
allow more neighboring SAPs to be prepared for serving the clients. ? Should a mobile user make an unexpected85
sharp turn, we provide the headlight shifting technique such that all the previously prefetched segments can be86
easily shifted to the SAPs along the new direction. ? To efficiently reuse prefetched segments, the headlight87
sharing technique is developed to coordinate neighboring SAPs on media services and to avoid repeated segment88
prefetching. streaming media services in mobile environments entail significant challenges on highly dynamic89
and efficient data management. The mobile and streaming characteristics of the services also provide a window90
of opportunity for information system designers. We take on this opportunity to provide simple and effective91
dynamic data management techniques that adhere closely to the movement patterns of mobile users. It turns92
out that high quality streaming media services in mobile environments can indeed be achieved with proper93
coordinations of SAPs and right strategies for data management.94

4 HEADLIGHT PREFETCHING95

As stated earlier, an important characteristic of streaming media is the continuous playing requirement. Once96
a media is started, the requesting user expects a smooth and seamless viewing experience. Fetching a segment97
upon its request is not likely to catch up with the playing speed. Prefetching and buffering are almost a must98
in such case. Traditional prefetching is simply done by maintaining a sliding window immediately ahead of the99
current segment by the SAP in charge of the media service. This is only satisfactory when the user is moving in a100
straight ahead pattern. For irregular moving patterns, the traditional approach may fail miserably. The problem101
is that if the user changes direction and moves toward a new SAP, the later may not have anything prepared102
for the user. The uncertainty of user movement can easily result in frequent disruption and unpleasant viewing103
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experience. To have all surrounding SAPs prefetch the needed segments for the user is clearly not cost effective.104
We therefore need a good mechanism to continuously identify the proper set of prefetching SAPs for a moving105
client. Those SAPs that are more likely to be visited next should be selected with higher probability. Even if106
the set of prefetching SAPs is successfully identified, we still have another important problem of determining the107
right media segments for each SAP to prefetch. The simplest approach of having all selected SAPs prefetch the108
same set of media segments is certainly not satisfactory. To save processing and communication costs, the ideal109
case is to prefetch just the segments needed to keep the media viewing smooth. Similar to the previous issue, we110
need to cope with the uncertainty of user’s moving speed and pattern by dynamically determining the prefetching111
segments assignment. Those SAPs that are more likely to be visited next should be assigned more segments to112
prefetch. In addition to the prefetching SAPs identification and segment assignment problems, we also need to113
determine the right timing for the SAPs to start or stop prefetching. Otherwise the prefetched segments may114
either arrive too early or too late.115

The idea of headlight prefetching is to have a simple and unified mechanism for solving the issues discussed116
above. A headlight prefetching zone is a virtual fan shaped area along the direction of user movement similar117
to the headlight of a moving vehicle. All SAPs of the cells touched by the headlight zone are selected as the118
prefetching SAPs for the user. The overlapping area and the accumulated virtual illuminance of the head light119
zone on a particular cell determines the degree and volume of prefetching to be made by the SAP of the cell.120

Headlight prefetching solves the issues of prefetching SAPs identification, segment assignment and the prefetch121
timing in a single mechanism which is simple and intuitive appealing.122

The headlight prefetching zone.123
The headlight model.124
The headlight prefetching zone is modeled by two parameters. The radius r determines the extent of look125

ahead for prefetching. The angle ? is used to control the span of coverage. Both are dynamically adjustable. In126
general, faster moving users need longer radiuses. Users that tend to wonder around need larger ?s to have more127
SAPs ready to carry on the services when a user changes direction unexpectedly. The headlight zone serves as a128
prediction of possible future interaction of the user with neighboring cells. By using such a simple and intuitive129
appealing metaphor, we can easily identify the set of SAPs that need to prefetch media segments for the user.130

Once the prefetching SAPs identification problem is solved, we still need to take on the segment assignment131
problem. The head light metaphor gives us yet another simple way to handle this problem. A basic characteristic132
of a vehicle headlight is that the farther away from the vehicle the lower the illuminance. The area immediately133
in front of the vehicle has the highest brightness. This characteristic matches exactly the requirement of the134
segment assignment problem. Since a user can change direction at any time, the media segments prefetched by135
the SAPs farther away from the user are less likely to be actually used. They should be assigned fewer segments136
to save the cost. On the other hand, the SAPs closer to the user are more likely to be responsible for providing137
the media services. They undesirable disruption. Due to such a close resemblance, we use the accumulated138
virtual illuminance of the cell area covered by the headlight zone as the weight for segment assignment. In this139
way, we solve both problems in a unified framework.140

The headlight zone and the computation of virtual illuminance.141
The problem is in determining the cell area covered by the headlight zone since the intersected area could be in142

any shape. To avoid the costly computation of the covered area, we use a much simpler approach to approximate143
the virtual illuminance. More specifically, we partition the headlight zone into smaller grids and precompute the144
virtual illuminance as well as the center of each grid. Since each grid is in a regular shape, the virtual illuminance145
can be easily computed by the following formula.146

On the need to determine the segment assignment of a particular cell, we simply add up the illuminance of147
all grids whose centers fall inside the cell. Since the granularity of the grids can be changed easily, we can have148
higher level of precision at any time by using finer partitioning.149

5 a) Prefetching Segment Assignment150

To determine the segment assignment, we need to consider both the user movement and media playing speed.151
Therefore the number of segments that should be handled by the current cell is tP . If the current media segment152
being played is Si ,then SAPC must prefetch the segments Si+1, Si+2, . . . , Si+tP .The first segment that153
need to be prefetched by SAPC? is Si+tP +1. The expected number of segments to be handled is t?P . The154
starting segment and the total number of segments to prefetch for all other SAPs within the headlight zone155
can be determined in a similar way. Since it is clearly not cost worthy for all such SAPs to prefetch the full156
range of segments, therefore we use the virtual illuminance as a weighting factor to determine the actual number157
of segments to prefetch. More specifically, the exact segment assignment for SAPC” to prefetch is Parameters158
for determining the segment assignment b) Headlight shifting Headlight prefetching is quite effective for largely159
stable moving users. However, if the user makes a sharp turn, then most or even all of the prefetching done on160
the previous headlight zone may be completely useless since the user is no longer heading toward the predicted161
direction. We can of course start a new round of head light prefetching for the new situation. However, this will162
double the prefetching cost. Since the media stream is played continuously, the segments needed for the new163
headlight zone overlap significantly with that of the old zone. Therefore the better way is to shift these segments164
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6 C) HEADLIGHT SHARING

to the new zone. We call the idea headlight shifting. For efficient headlight shifting, we need to solve at least165
two problems:166

? Since the same media segment may be available on more than one SAPs, how to choose or map the shifting167
source and target? ? Different SAPs may have different number of prefetched segments available for shifting,168
how do we distribute and balance the shifting load?169

We propose three strategies for headlight shifting. The simplest and most intuitive way is to map the grids of170
the new zone to corresponding grids of the old zone with possible offset based on user’s current position. This is171
called direct mapping. More specifically, let the old and new grids be Gi,j and G?i,j respectively. Also assume172
that the position where the user makes the turn is in grid Gx,y . Then we simply map G?i,j to Gi+x,j . In other173
words, the SAP whose cell covers G?i,j can simply request the media segments to be directly shifted from the174
SAP whose cell covers Gi+x,j .175

Direct mapping works fine if the user is at a position close to the entrance of a grid since most of the segments176
are not yet played and therefore the mapping is useful and efficient. However, the problem with direct mapping177
is that if the user is at a position about to leave a grid then the mapping is likely to be off by one grid since178
most of the segments have already been played. The problem can be easily solved by the second strategy179
named overlapped mapping. Instead of mapping the grids onetoone, we extend the mapping into a one-to-many180
overlapped mapping. More specifically, a parameter called overlapped length(OL) is defined to denote the degree181
of overlapping. Now the new grid G?i,j is mapped to the old grids from Gi+x,j to Gi+x+OL,j .182

The most distinctive benefit of both direct and overlapped mapping strategies is that all shifting sources and183
targets can be easily computed without any search. However, the resulting mapping may not be optimal in184
terms of shifting cost since the same segment may be available on more than one SAP. The lowest cost shifting185
source may not be the one that is mapped directly. We therefore propose the third strategy named the shortest186
distance mapping strategy. After determining the segment assignment for the new zone, should be allocated187
more segments to prevent the distances between a new SAP in the zone and the SAPs in the old zone with the188
assigned segments can be computed. We can therefore map the new SAP to the nearest neighbor in the old zone189
with the required segment. If there are more than one qualified neighboring SAPs available to choose from, we190
follow the lowest shifted volume first strategy to balance the load.191

6 c) Headlight Sharing192

Headlight shifting only takes the headlight zone of one user into consideration.193
Segments not yet prefetched by any SAP of the old zone can only be retrieved from the remote source. Since194

the same media may be viewed by more than one user at the same time, especially for hot medias, the headlight195
zones of different users may have many segments in common. If they overlap with each others, then it is very196
likely that we can find the needed segments from other zones with or without shifting. We call this idea headlight197
sharing since segments prefetched for a zone by an SAP are shared with neighboring SAPs with overlapping198
headlight zones. Once a requested segment is located in the neighborhood, the cost of prefetching from the199
remote server can also be saved.200

To facilitate headlight sharing, a distributed index structure is constructed on each SAP for maintaining the201
availability of media segments on other SAPs. For ease of presentation, we assume that the set of all medias be202
M and the set of all segments of media i be Gi . A separate index table Ti = {Si, M} is maintained for each203
neighboring SAP from which an index message is received. Si is the id of the SAP. M = {(mj , sk , t)|mj ? M, sk204
? Gmj } is the partial set of media and segments available on that SAP. Each segment has an expiration time t to205
indicate the period of validity. An SAP index keeps track of all the available index tables while a segment index206
maintains, for each segment, a list of SAPs from which the segment can be found. The information is obtained207
from the index exchange between SAPs. To avoid additional communication overhead, the index messages are208
piggybacked with the headlight prefetching messages. With the index ready, the segments prefetched by an SAP209
can be easily shared with other SAPs to facilitate headlight sharing.210

The problem now comes to the efficient maintenance of the distributed index. To keep a complete index of all211
medias and segments on each SAP is clearly cost prohibitive. Therefore only selected information is exchanged212
based on the following strategies:213

? Random: Randomly select part of the available segments to exchange index.214
? Local popularity: Select those segments that are locally popular based on the rationale that they may be215

popular on other SAPs as well.216
? SAP specific popularity: Segments that are popular among the users coming from the same SAP are selected217

to send the index to that particular SAP. This is to satisfy different request patterns of users from different cells.218
? SAP specific rareness: Segments that are locally popular but rarely requested by the users coming from a219

particular SAP are selected to send the index to that SAP. This is because the segments available locally are to220
satisfy either the local requests or headlight prefetching. The availability of the prefetched segments are already221
known to the SAPs that send the requests. Therefore we only need to send the index of those segments that are222
not known to other SAPs.223

Headlight sharing works closely with headlight prefetching and shifting. On receiving a segment request, be224
it from a local user or a prefetch request, an SAP looks up the index after a cache miss to see if the segment is225
available on other SAPs. The segment can then be retrieved from a nearby SAP rather than from the remote226
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source. During the headlight shifting, those segments that are in the new assignment but no SAP to shift from227
can very likely be satisfied using the headlight sharing index. Since the index messages are piggy backed with the228
prefetching messages and the index search cost is quite low in comparison with segment transmission cost, the229
over head of headlight sharing is almost negligible. Later in Section 5, we will show that different combinations of230
these techniques result in significant performance improvement over on demand and simple look ahead prefetching231
in terms of response time, interruption rate and completion rate.232

7 IV.233

8 SIMULATION AND EVALUATION234

To evaluate the performance of our techniques, we have developed a Java based simulation environment. The set235
of simulation parameters and their value ranges are listed in Table ??.236

The first set of experiments is to compare the performance of different combinations of headlight prefetching,237
shifting and sharing strategies. All strategies are tested under two request patterns: random and Zipf distribution.238
We are particular interested in the total number of interruptions during a media playback and the average239
download time of a media segment since they are the dominant factors affecting service quality experienced by240
the users. All strategies perform significantly better than traditional on demand strategy with simple lookahead241
prefetching. Since the inclusion of the later makes others hard to compare, we can see that shifting and sharing242
indeed improve the performance of headlight prefetching, especially when used together. All strategies achieve243
better performance under Zipf distribution since hot medias can be quickly shared with other SAPs.244

Comparison of different headlight prefetching strategies on average segment download time.245
To evaluate the scalability of our approach, we vary the number of total medias then measure the interruption246

and average segment download time. The combination of shifting and sharing, again leads to best result.247
Traveling speed is an important factor in mobile environments since the faster the average speed, the less time248

we have to prepare media segments for users. When the average speed is below 40, both play interruption and249
average download time are relative independent of the variation in speed. When the average speed is too fast250
such that the prefetching can no longer catch up with the mobile users, we observe a significant increase in both251
play interruption and download time, especially the later.252

The size of client cache also has significant impact on system performance since the larger the cache, the more253
we can share with others. We note that a cache size 1 does not necessarily imply zero interruption since a media254
is started after 2% buffering.255

The saving is especially evident when the number of total medias is small sincethe chance of successful sharing256
increase. The set of headlight prefetching techniques are flexible and effective for media streaming services in257
mobile environments. Headlight prefetching provides a simple but uniform mechanism to allocate the resources258
on SAPs to the prefetching of needed media segments to the places where a user is most likely to be in the near259
future. When the movement pattern of a user does not follow the predicted track, headlight shifting and sharing260
leverage off the downloaded segments to quickly provide seamless media streaming services along the new track.261
Simulation and performance evaluation demonstrate that the headlight prefetching technique with the help of262
both headlight shifting and sharing, provides the best performance overall.263

9 V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK264

We have proposed a new set of techniques to facilitate data management for media streaming in mobile265
environments. The headlight prefetching techniques provide good performance in comparison with traditional266
ondemand or simple prefetching techniques. To offer even better data management in response to the changes in267
user behavior such as access and moving patterns, we are developing an adaptive headlight prefetching technique268
such that the shape and size of the headlight zone can be dynamically adjusted to accommodate the changes in269
speed or direction. We are also developing a P2P dynamic chaining method for the sharing of information among270
peers to maximize cache utilization and streaming benefit. 1 2 3 4 5271
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seamless streaming media services across cell
boundaries.
?
? Once started, the SAP must fetch and transmit the
subsequent segments fast enough to catch up with
the playing speed. Good prefetching and buffering
techniques are required to avoid possible
interruption.
? A mobile user can move and change direction at
any time. Such a dynamism can only be handled by
close coordination of neighboring SAPs to provide

Figure 3:
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